
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of senior
service desk analyst. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior service desk analyst

Effectively identifies and communicates trends, knowledge article updates,
troubleshooting tips, , to the Service Desk, Incident Management, leadership,
and cross functional teams
Resolve any incoming telephone, email or self-submit requests for assistance,
documenting the incident information, diagnosing, and resolving the
customer incident remotely
Facilitate the optimum function of the help desk by providing the most
efficient customer service to its users and will demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of project specific procedures
Serve as an escalation point
Display a skill set and is assigned additional project responsibilities
Identify, research and resolve technical problems while providing exceptional
customer service
Fulfills function of Service Outage lead and facilitator to the Service Outage
Process when the Senior Analyst on Site, Initiates and coordinates outage
communications, conference calls and any additional functions as requested
by the outage technical leads in accordance with Service Outage Process
Act as escalation point for other analysts
Will serve as backup to Service Desk Manager when needed, insuring ticket
queue I properly managed, staff is appropriately distributed amongst tasks
and insure the overall smooth functioning of the Service Desk
Address and resolve incidents and requests

Example of Senior Service Desk Analyst Job
Description
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Be able to work to tight deadlines and manage multiple work streams
Experience with improving processes and procedures and creating technical
documentation
Contribute to the on-going development and improvement of the service
desk provision
Cover 1st line analysts when required by management team
Liaise with internal resolver teams and 3rd party vendors to contribute to the
improvement of FLF rates and SLA adherence
Manage the Audio/Visual systems (Video Conference


